This paper analyzes the evolution of economic history in the last 65 years. It argues that economic history has followed a path that goes from the strictly use of standard economics applied to economic past (i.e. cliometrics), to a general formal reflection of social history based on more flexible tools (i.e. cliodynamics). While cliometrics was a paradigm based on neoclassical theory and econometric methods, cliodynamics is a research agenda founded in non-neoclassical theoretical frameworks and quantitative methods not based on statistical inference. In that sense, the paper supports the idea that economic history has maintained its relevance in economics literature, despite the decay of particular traditions in the field.
Introduction
There are plenty of studies reviewing the evolution of economic history. Almost all of them focus in the emergence and decadence of cliometrics.
1 Nevertheless, that evolution followed a more complex path, full of divergences and interactions with other disciplines and approaches. This paper presents and analyzes that path, showing how economic history has evolved over the last 65 years. This paper does not pretend to be a survey on the field, it rather pretends to propose a reflection based on the seminal literature. Moreover, its attention focuses on the economic history within mainstream economics. Therefore, it lays aside the evolution of other intellectual traditions that were interested in economic history and were important in other contexts. For instance, we mention just obliquely Annales, Marxist and Structuralist schools. Those were traditions highly concerned on economic history and were quite influential in several regions, but remained peripheral for mainstream economics.
The paper tries to show that, against what many authors suggest, 2 economic history never passed through a decline stage. Its path is better defined as the succession of four major steps. The first one was an initial scientific revolution that generated the emergence of cliometrics. Then, cliometrics became the dominant paradigm. In a third stage, cliometrics collapsed as paradigm, and different branches of economic history emerged, some of which would reach mainstream discussions in economics. Finally, nowadays all those branches seem to converge into a new paradigm, namely cliodynamics (see diagram 1). 
Cliometric Revolution
Despite the existence of some predecessors, the literature has well defined the inception of Cliometrics as a "revolution", started in the mid-1950s in the American faculties of economics, in particular, at Purdue University. It was a revolution regarding the dominant way of treating history in the Anglosphere until then. The conflict between new economic history (as also was known cliometrics) and old economic history was not trivial and had ancient roots.
Economic history, by the 1940, was a field dominated by the inheritors of the German historical school. 3 The German school, which main figure in the Anglophone academic environment was Gustav von Schmoller, emphasized the role of history as the key source of knowledge about human actions and economic matters. An important part of their philosophy about social dynamics was that economic relations were culture-specific, and hence not generalizable over space and time. Therefore, the German school rejected the universal validity of economic theories. In accordance to this, they were in favor of a method based on empirical and historical analysis instead of logic and mathematics (Shionoya, 2005) .
In contrast with the old economic historians and its German-historical foundations, the new generation of cliometricians had a complete opposite intellectual heritage, which privileged theory and generalized analysis of society. These were young academics trained in neoclassical economics, 4 which, as we will see later, based their interpretation of society in general principles, valid throughout space and time. They sustained that the "old economic history" was riddled with errors in economic reasoning and embodied an inadequate approach to causal explanation. Cliometricians insisted in a scientific approach to economic-historical questions; a careful specification of explicit models of the phenomena under analysis (Lyons et al., 2008) .
In this context, before the arrival of cliometrics, the usage of general theories for approaching historical phenomena was completely rejected by scholars. Therefore, the efforts in the subject were destined to fail. Maybe the most famous call for more theory in economic history, that had virtually none echo by the time, was an address of Eli Heckscher (1929) to the International Historical Congress at Oslo, entitled A Plea for Theory in Economic History. In that address, for instance, Herckscher pointed out that ignorance of the most basic economic theory by economic historians had led to the absurd proposition that the Roman Empire declined because it had become so large that it had ceased to have any foreign trade (Findlay, 1998) .
Some sporadic attempts in the same line were made by Clark (1942) and, in particular, by Kemmerer in the sixth annual meeting of the Economic History Association, at Baltimore in 1946. Even then, in the proximity of the Cliometric Revolution, the academic environment was pretty hostile to these approaches (see Kirkland, 1949) .
On the other hand, the usage of quantitative analysis was a not so radical innovation of the Cliometric Revolution. At least one generation before the cliometric revolutionaries, the economic historians began to have interest in measurement. In the decade of 1940s quantitative analysis was already a generalized practice in the field, as Heaton (1942) The use of statistics is no new thing to economic historians, but the urge to measure movements, growths, groups, and institutions and to answer such questions as How much? How many? How quickly? Or how representative? Is perhaps the outstanding characteristic of our generation. (Heaton, 1942, p. 731) .
The traditional economic historians were not used to employ sophisticated statistical methods. Their main use of data had as purpose the identification of trend changes or comparative differences. However, in contrast with what happened with regard theoretical driven analysis, quantitative economic history was a field with an appropriate recognition way before the arrival of cliometrics.
Actually, a common element in the first generation of cliometricians was also their use of non-advanced statistical methods. As paradoxical as it may seem -due to their vindication of econometrics 5 -the first cliometricians had much of Clio, but little of econometrics. The methods of data analysis used until the first years of the 70s were, basically, descriptive statistics and, just occasionally, simple linear regressions. To give a simple reference, the greatest symbol of the Cliometric Revolution, Robert Fogel's book Railroads and American Economic Growth had just a couple of linear regression models (Fogel, 1964) .
Therefore, what distinguished cliometricians from the old economic historians were the purposes and uses of statistical data. Cliometricians extracted more information of data thanks to the theoretical structure through which they approached empirical problems. The usage of theory allowed them to use data for testing precise hypotheses. For instance, the usage of Input-Output models, or supply and demand models, permitted cliometricians to exploit the same information, used before to merely describe the level of production in different sectors, for capturing the functioning of the economy as a system. As an example, through these methods William Whitney (1968) attempted to determine what impact had the change in demand upon the industrial structure of the United States in the late 19th century. Similarly, John Meyer (1955) used them to estimate how much of the backwardness in British industrial growth during the last quarter of the 19th century (what came to be known as the Victorian climacteric hypothesis) could be attributed to lagging sales of exports. In summary, the data were not only used for describing tendencies; they were an integral part of causal analysis.
Consolidation of Cliometrics
The interest in cliometrics generalized quickly. After the unusual four-day gathering sponsored by the Economic History Association and the Conference on Research in Income and Wealth in Williamstown, Massachusetts, in the Autumn of 1957, a "cliometrics conference" was made on a regular basis during the 60s. Eventually, cliometricians became the leaders of the Economic History Association.
By the 1970s no graduate student in economics or history could escape economic history (Whaples, 2010) , and the economic history sphere was dominated by cliometrics. The field was stimulated by the diffusion of computers in academics and the progressive advances in their capacities, the awaken interests (due to Cold War) for studying long-run growth of capitalist economies, and the increasing adoption of econometrics in applied economics.
For the mid-70s the Cliometric Revolution had already reached the whole world.
6 Papers like Fould and McCloskey (1981) , Dumke (1992) , Grantham (1997) , Tilly (2001) and Kalmanovitz (2004) describe that process in different regions.
All that occurred as the consolidation of a paradigm, which could be characterized by fivemain features. 7 In the first place, cliometricians centered their methods on quantitative analyses. Qualitative research was (almost) completely absent from cliometrics agenda.
A second feature was that cliometricians were interested in extracting information from big samples. That led them to a major effort of data reconstruction and collection. Their main objectives were data on prices, wages and production. Hence, it is not surprising that the periods of analysis of most cliometric studies were those for which that sort of data were available, in particular, the last part of the 19th century and the first of the 20th. For instance, in the 1960s William Parker and Robert Galman were pioneers recollecting and analyzing individual-level data from US census manuscripts of the 19th century. With these data they analyzed the structure of the ante-bellum cotton economy, addressing questions about issues such as slave labor productivity, wealth distribution and regional self-sufficiency in food production (Lyons, Cain & Williamson, 2008) .
Using statistical inference as testing method is the third feature of traditional cliometrics. Cliometrics embraced, eventually, the ultimate econometric methods for the moment. In particular, linear regression models, basing their conclusions on statistical significance.
Forth, cliometrics used, in a systematic and explicit way, counterfactual hypotheses for finding causal relations. A concrete result of this approach was the concept of social savings, developed, precisely, by cliometricians. Social savings is a growth accounting technique designed to evaluate the consequences on growth of incorporating new technology. It estimates the cost-savings of the new technology compared with the next best alternative. That is, it identifies a hypothetical alternative as an application of the concept of opportunity cost.
The reevaluation of railroad's importance in the economic growth of the US is one of the most famous examples of the use of social savings technique. Fogel (1964) and Fishlow (1965) estimated the extent of resource saving that had accrued form the adoption of a transport system with lower costs than those of canals.
8 Both estimates suggest an effect of nearly 5 % of GNP, which was interpreted as a rather modest number (Lyons et al., 2008 Finally, maybe the most important feature of cliometrics was the use of neoclassical theory as analytical framework. It implied the conception of the market as the natural mechanism of resource allocation and, therefore, prices as reference of value. Regardless that it existed some sort of Keynesian cliometrics in the first part of the Revolution (i.e. Brown, 1956 , Matthews, 1954 , Rostow, 1948 , it was marginal in number of works as in the attention received. I was neoclassical economics the theoretical basis that would remain in cliometrics (Greasley & Oxley, 2011) .
Decline of Cliometrics and fragmentation of economic history
Despite their success in the rest of the world, for the mid-70s a growing dissatisfaction captured the circles of experts in economic history. The major set of critics came from the usage of neoclassical theory, and how it restricted their capacity of analysis. Neoclassical economics limited the set of questions to ask (to those related with market economies) and became a straitjacket for researchers; quantification and statistical inference were feasible just in a narrow set of problems also. Even authors belonging to the first generation of cliometricians joined this criticism. Among them North (1974 North ( , 1977 North ( , 1978 , David, Gutman, Sutch, Temin and Wright (1975) , McCloskey (1978 McCloskey ( , 1987 and Field (1987) .
The internal dissension was compounded by the progressive distance in the methods and interests of history and economics, which put cliometrics in a quite complicated in-between position. Since then, cliometricians started an isolation process, moving away from economics mainstream and quite further from history mainstream. This process generated also the consolidation of a more coherent community of stable size, but much smaller than in the years of the revolution, and clustered in a few particular universities (Rojas, 2007) . This community would resolved, until some point, the internal dissension of the late-70s and would became, by the end of the century, the core of what we will make reference in the next section as new cliometrics.
All this activity led to a marginalization of cliometrics that subsists nowadays. As cliometrics was the dominant paradigm in economic history, it was natural to associate its decline with the decline of the whole discipline. Nevertheless, what happened after the decline of cliometrics was a fragmentation of economic history agenda. Those fragments resulted became, eventually, independent branches. Four of them can be recognized today: new cliometrics, new institutional economic history, long-run development approach and very long-term economic history.
The reconfiguration of economic history after the decline of cliometrics is presented in the diagram 2. It describes how the new four branches of economic history resulted from diverse influences, but all of them share common roots in cliometrics. In the following sections we present in more detail the features of each of these branches.
Diagram 2. Reconfiguration of economic history.
New Cliometrics
As mentioned above, cliometricians moved away from mainstream economics and gather around a stable academic community. The national associations created during the cliometrics boom and the progressive efforts to extend those institutions generated an international community with a clear identity. Among the symbols of the community at international level are several field journals and global meetings. Based on Google Scholar data, the top 3 journals in the field are the Journal of Economic History, Explorations on Economic History and The Economic History Review, all of which have four issues per year. Meanwhile, the World Economic History Congress and the World Cliometrics Conference are the most representative meetings of the community. They are organized every three years. 9 The particularities of the community as a relative small and isolated group (with regard to the dominant subfields of economics) allowed them, not only to survive, but to represent the "official" version of economic history in academics.
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Despite of following the intellectual project of traditional cliometrics, new cliometrics has made significant advances in the field.
In the first place, there has been an improvement in methodological terms. New cliometricians improved the data collected and the inferences based on them. Accordingly, they have adapted the newest econometric methods, in particular, those developed in time series analyses. Cointegration methods, analysis of convergence, unit root tests, Kalman filters, Granger causality tests, VAR and GARCH models were some of the techniques with more acceptance among new cliometricians (Greasley & Oxley, 2011a) .
On a regular basis the application of the new methods were seen in traditional debates. For example, Crafts and Harley (1992) and Greasley and Oxley (1994) offered new estimates for the economic performance during the British Industrial Revolution. In a similar effort, Crafts, Leybourne and Mills (1989) explored the Victorian climacteric, finding that, contrary to the existing literature, neither Britain or France experienced a slowed down in the trend rate of GDP growth. Additionally, a whole new set of subjects, periods and data sources became part of the regular agenda of new cliometricians. Let me mention some of the more prolific areas.
In one hand, there was a tremendous increase in transnational studies, in particular, related with the origins of globalization, and its effects in different parts of the world. Papers such as Eichengreen (1998), Bordo, Eichengreen and Irwin (1999) , Williamson and Bértola (2003) , and Bordo, Allan and Williamson (2003) are examples of that literature. On the other hand, this global approach has coexisted with a more recent involvement into intranational dynamics. A wave of studies which try to reconstruct regional GDP series are the first part of an ambitious agenda that pretends to have a complete map on regional disparities around the world. This literature began with Geary and Stark (2002) and Crafts (2005) for the UK. Many studies have followed them; offering new series of estimates for countries like Belgium (Buyst, 2011) , Spain (Rosés et al., 2010 , Martínez-Galarraga et al., 2013 , the Austro-Hungarian Empire (Schulze, 2007) , Italy (Felice, 2011 ), Portugal (Badia-Miró et al., 2012 , Colombia (Mejía, 2015) , Sweden (Enflo, Henning & Schön, 2010) and India (Caruana-Galizia, 2013) .
In a similar line, financial history also enjoyed of large attention, with an ambivalent emphasis on international financial relations and more detailed analyses of local financial institutions. Almost all this literature focuses in the 19 th and the first part of 20 th century. For instance, while Eichengreen (1992) reevaluated the Great Depression based on the role of the international monetary system, Bernanke (1983) explored the non-monetary determinants of its propagation in the US. Other papers in this line that founded complete research agendas are Eichengreen (1993, 1998) , Bordo and Rockoff (1996) and Marichal (1989) . Recently, an explosion of general revisions of financial crisis has taken place. Great reception in the general public had books like Ferguson (2008) , Reinhart and Rogoff (2009), Marichal (2010) , and reissues of Kindelberger (2009).
Notwithstanding the permanent advances and regular productivity of new cliometricians, they remain focus on periods and topics in which standard economics methods are convenient. This element has restricted their capacity to offered new fields of study that could attract the attention of researchers outside cliometrics community, something in which the other branches of economic history have been more successful.
New institutional economic history
The importance of institutional framework in historical analyses was realized by the early cliometricians. Even though, they did not included it as a property of their general models, 11 but as a descriptive element of the context. Just with the passing of time and the consolidation of other branches of new institutional economics (see Hodgson, 1993 , Klein, 2000 , institutions turned into the center of economic historians interest. 12 The most relevant link between the old cliometrics and the new institutional economic history is, with no doubt, Douglass North. North (1990) presents institutions as the rules of economic interactions. It became the basic analytical framework for explaining the ways in which institutions and institutional change affect economic performance, both at a given time and over time. Based on that framework, the last 15 years experienced a complete explosion in the field of institutions an economic history.
Econometrics tradition

13
Most of the studies in this literature try to interpret modern economic disparities through the historical persistence of institutions.
14 For instance, Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) suggest that the colonization pattern of Europeans describes a significant share of the current institutions of former colonialized nations and their different economic performance. Banerjee and Iyer (2005) explore the colonial land revenue institutions set up by the British in India, showing that differences in historical property rights institutions led to sustained differences in economic outcomes between regions.
In a similar direction, but with an emphasis in financial markets, authors like La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny (1998), and Beck, Demirguc-Kunt and Levine (2003) explore the effect of legal origin on the quality of property rights protection. They conclude that the legal institutions that were transplanted by the different colonial powers had long-term consequences for financial development.
All these exercises were made with similar empirical methods than those of the old cliometricians (i.e. statistical inference), approaching institutions through a quantitative proxy. Following a slightly different approach, using a rather narrative argument and reflecting in a more general way about the concept of institutions, Engerman and Sokoloff (2002) support similar hypotheses. They assure that depending on geographical conditions in their colonies, European colonizers adopted different strategies for colonial exploitation, and those strategies generated different institutional trajectories in these colonies, and, eventually, different economic performance.
Game theory tradition
Also as part of the new institutional economics agenda, but with a deeper concern about the microfoundations of institutional change, a growing literature was established in the last decade. Using game theory, authors like Binmore (2010) and Greif (2008) have offered an alternative to Douglass North's way of modeling institutions as the rules in a game. They prefer to focus on social norms as the equilibrium selection devices in the game of life. The objective of the studies in this tradition is not to identify the effects on economic performance of institutional persistence, but to explore how the modern institutional and economic environment is the result of previous interactions of economic behavior and other institutional arrangements. As mentioned, game theory is the conceptual ground of this line of research. Greif (2002) summarizes the use of game theory in economic history. The ability of game theory for describing multiple equilibrium scenarios offers a theoretical basis for comprehending how different historical trajectories are possible in identical situations (in terms of their endowment, preferences, and technology). In other words, it allows economic history to incorporate the old historical idea that economic actors can potentially matter, and that the non-economic aspects of the historical context, such as religious and cultural precedents or even chance, can influence economic outcomes. This is a main feature that regular neoclassical economics does not provide, and that old historians employed to criticize cliometrics. In that sense, this literature is offering the microfoundations of historical change (Greif, 1997) .
Despite that some of the studies on this tradition are mainly theory driven, there is a permanent reflection on its coherence with historical evidence. As their purposes are different from those of cliometrics, so are their empirical testing methods. While most cliometrics relied on single equation models and made limited use of simultaneous equations and stochastic trends, this literature has tended to combine quantitative and qualitative evidence by using categorical variables. There is also a frequent non-statistical inference approach (Casson & Hashimzade, 2013) . For instance, Greif (2006) , one of the main references on the subject, does not use a single regression on its 527 pages. It focuses on how well historical facts (many of them qualitative) coincide with the predictions of the models. In particular, he examines the economic institutions emerged during the 11th century to facilitate complex trade, which was characterized by asymmetric information and limited legal contract enforceability. He concludes that the theoretical framework used explains many trade-related phenomena, especially why traders utilized specific forms of business association, and indicates the interrelations between social and economic institutions. Notice that the statistical inference abdication allowed him to approach institutions in a more complex way than those of the econometric tradition of new institutional economic history, which need particular institutional proxies for running their regressions. 15 Bates, Greif, Levi, Rosenthal & Weingast (1998) proposed analytic narratives as a research project that gathered the methodological concerns of this tradition. They proposed the need for a method that interprets, based on rational choice theory (i.e. game theory), the qualitative data from historical narratives. 16 After an active discussion in the years that followed the publication of Bates et al. (1998) (see Bates et al., 2000a Bates et al., , 2000b , the attention to analytic narratives decay. It remains an active field in political sciences. However, despite the increasing interest in the same methodological resources in economics literature, very few of those studies identify themselves as part of analytic narratives.
Long-run development approach
In recent years, some of the most distinguished authors in economic development have focused on the measurement of the effects of historical variables on contemporary income. Their hypothesis is that economic development is affected by traits that have been transmitted across generations over the very long run. Not all of those studies can be considered historical work -for example Rodrik, Subramanian and Trebbi (2004) , Easterly and Levine (2012) or Tabellini (2010) . However, a particular line in this agenda is deeply involved in economic history and is capturing each time more public attention.
Nunn (2009), and Spolaore and Wacziarg (2013) present surveys of this literature, in which this section is primarily based.
In general terms, there are three different channels through which historical events may impact current economic development.
The first channel are institutions. We talk about it extensively in the previous section. Just for closing the argument, this agenda could be considered one the most successful in economics in the last 10 years. A clear evidence of that is the impressive editorial success of Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) . Its success can also be identified in the great number of scholars, all over the world, that have gotten involved in institutional studies. This global fever for the institutional determinants of growth, taken advantages of local historical data poorly explored in the past, have made considerable improvements in the comprehension of political history and its interaction with economic activity.
The second channel is geography. Maybe the main reference in this channel is Diamond (1997) . He suggests that the roots of comparative development rest on a series of environmental advantages enjoyed by Eurasia during the Neolithic Revolution. These advantages included the larger size of the continent, its initial biological conditions (i.e. the diversity of animals and plants available for domestication), and its East-West orientation, which facilitated the spread of agricultural innovations. Due to these geographic advantages, Eurasian civilizations experienced a population explosion and an earlier acceleration of technological innovation, with long-term consequences on their welfare conditions. Compared with Acemoglu and Robinson, Diamond (1997) has generated a much smaller group of followers. Even though, papers like Olsson and Hibbs (2005) have found significant empirical evidence in favor of his theory. Recent literature, following Galor (2013a, 2013b) , seems to sympathize with a more indirect mechanism in which geography might have matter. They suggest that it was the effect of geography in the isolation of social groups; not directly, but through cultural diversity; what would have determined their long-term economic performance.
The third channel is biological transmission. This channel refers to the importance of abilities and habits transmitted across generations. The transmission may be through genetic or cultural tracts. The genetic tract is presented in Galor and Moav (2002) , while the cultural tract is described by Clark (2008) . Both of them have, basically, the same hypothesis. It consists in the idea that a Malthusian trap (i.e. a prolonged economic stagnation, prior to the transition to sustained growth) stimulated a natural selection process that shaped the attributes of population that would survive in the long-run. Eventually, society would have a larger presence of the most tiempo&economía Vol. 2 N° 2 -II semestre de 2015 p. 91
Javier Mejía powerful and efficient attributes, leading to the origin of the take-off from an epoch of stagnation to sustained growth. In other words, those theories explain the escape from Malthusian traps as an endogenous evolutionary process. The main difference between cultural and genetic visions is that the cultural vision suggests that what were transmitted were the most successful values and habits, not the successful gens as the genetic vision proposes.
The rest of the literature on the biological channel has focused on the particular mechanism through which this generational transmission has occurred. For example, Doepke and Zilibotti (2008) offered a model in which altruistic parents shape their children preferences in response to economic incentives, resulting in the transmission of values across generations. Due to the incorporation of imperfect financial markets, the model predicts that middle-class families in occupations requiring effort, skill, and experience developed patience and work ethic. Meanwhile, upper-class families relying on rental income cultivate a refined taste for leisure. They argue that this can explain the social pattern of the British Industrial Revolution, in which industrial capitalists raised from the middle-classes as the economically dominant group.
Very long-term economic history
Despite of lacking from a clear identity, an increasing number of authors have been interested in a very long-term (in some cases, millennial) view of economic history. Most of them have a similar objective to the one of long-run development researchers, the comprehension of current international disparities. Even though, this literature has a deeper commitment in the description of historical processes and the evolution of economic structure per se. Therefore, in this literature are also situated the each time larger number of studies on medieval and ancient economics (see Scheidel, Morris & Saller, 2007 , Pamuk, 2007 , Stasavage, 2007 , Deng, 2013 , Andersen, Jensen, Skovgaard, 2013 , Ober, 2015 .
Unified growth theory tradition
The origins of this literature is quite diverse. As just mentioned, some authors are pretty close to long-run development studies. For instance, Kremer (1993) constructs and tests empirically a model of world population growth between one billion B.C. to 1990, combining the idea that high population spurs technological change with the Malthusian assumption that technology limits population. The model predicts that over most of history, the growth rate of population was proportional to its level. His empirical tests, based on statistical inference, support this prediction and show that historically, among societies with no possibility for technological contact, those with larger initial populations had faster technological change and population growth. Similarly, Ashraf and Galor (2011) confirm that improvements in the technological environment during the Malthusian era had generated only temporary gains in income per capita, eventually leading to a larger, but not richer, population. They use statistical inference as Kremer, but exploit an exogenous source of variations in technological progress.
Kremer, and mainly Galor, influenced a large set of studies that, eventually, would be integrated in the Unified Growth Theory, which was the title that Galor (2005 Galor ( , 2011 gave to the research agenda that tries to capture in a single theoretical framework the millennial dynamics of economic growth. Through particular ways of interacting fertility, human capital accumulation and technological progress, they manage to develop models that predict the succession of stages that, in their view, have characterized human economic history (i.e. Malthusian epoch, post-Malthusian regime, and modern growth).
Based on Unified Growth Theory, authors like Voigtländer (2006, 2013) have explored the transition to sustained economic growth in different contexts. Their approach consists in developing particular versions of Unified Growth Theory models, testing them empirically through calibration and simulation. This is basically the same methodological approach of modern macroeconomics, which is based on the simulation of DGSE models. Voth and Voigtländer find that population dynamics, rather than productivity growth, were the key determinants of the transition to higher and sustained economic growth rates in the world.
The cliometric tradition
Another important part of very long-term economic history is closely related with new cliometrics and has been particularly influential in the Netherlands and the UK.
A key step in the consolidation of this line was made by Angus Maddison, who guided a global project of national accounts historical reconstruction (see Maddison, 2007a Maddison, , 2007b Maddison, , 2007c , which propelled a tremendous amount of quantitative studies in macroeconomic history all over the world. The presence of Maddison in Groningen University helped to consolidate an important group of authors influenced by his ideas in the region. Researchers such as Jan Luiten van Zanden, Bas van Bavel and Ewout Frankema are part of that group. All these authors can be also cataloged as new cliometricians; even though, their interest in pre-industrial processes usually lead them to slightly different research questions and methods. For example, recently van Bavel, Campopiano and Dijkman (2014) explored through a qualitative approach the organization and development of factor markets in early medieval Iraq. Therefore, their work can be considered far from new cliometrics in methodological terms, but close, theoretically speaking. Similarly, Frankema (2013) , focusing his attention in precolonial Africa, argues about the importance of environmental variables (usually poorly explored in regular cliometrics) in the emergence of economies of scale and division of labor (a traditional question in neoclassical economics).
Authors like Allen (2000 Allen ( , 2001 ) follow a similar tradition. He offers a history of the economic structure of Europe since the Middle Ages. His emphasis is on the dynamics of the market economy. So, as the old cliometricians, one of his main contributions is the reconstruction of time series (prices, wages and production). However, non-market questions are also part of this tradition, for example, Clark (2014) analyzes social mobility in the very long-run. Using rare surnames to track families, he argues that wealth is much more persistent over generations than standard one generation estimates would suggest. He also argues that those figures are impervious to institutions. In almost all societies it takes hundreds of years for descendants to shake off the advantages and disadvantages of their ancestors. Genealogical data and different proxies of social status are some of the new sources that this tradition has incorporated to the usual analysis of old cliometricians. 
Links between branches
As described above, each of the branches in which economic history was fragmented has a different intellectual and methodological spirit. However, they are not isolated fields of study. In fact, almost all the authors mentioned above have key contributions in each of these branches. It is not only difficult to categorized authors, the frontier between branches is blurry itself.
Just to mention some recent influential studies, Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) and North, Wallis, Webb and Wiengast (2007) are general reflections on long-run economic development that are based on strictly institutional arguments. In a similar line, Greif (2006) presents a general analysis of how economic activity shaped the long term evolution of institutions. In that sense, all of these three works could be considered part of the new institutional economic history or of the long-run economic development approach.
Similarly, Comin, Easterly and Gong (2010) , just as Kremer (1993) , have clear economic growth questions, but their so long period of analysis inevitably puts them in the long-term economic history sphere. This is a general claim for all the Unified Growth Theory tradition.
Moreover, some literature that could be considered part of Unified Growth Theory tradition relates closely with new cliometrics. For instance, Galor and Mountford (2009) explore the effects of trade on population dynamics, human capital accumulation and economic performance. They offer evidence from the 19 th and 20 th century, being close to new cliometrics in their subject of study and their period of analysis. On the other hand, Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) , and all the state history literature related with them, use regular microeconometrics as empirical approach, not the simulation method of other Unified Growth Theorists such as Voigtlänler (2006, 1013) . In that sense, they are closer to new cliometrics.
This last example shows that, besides sharing thematic objectives, in some cases, these branches share methodological and empirical approaches. Once again, just as illustration, Doepke and Zilibotti (2008) use similar methods of those of new institutionalist, presenting a behavioral model and then testing its implications with qualitative information about the Industrial Revolution, which, by the way, is a period of particular involvement of cliometricians.
As we will argue, those links among economic history branches are precisely what seems to predict the convergence to a more general approach, cliodynamics.
Cliodynamics
The term cliodynamics was coined by Peter Turchin, in the early 2000s. He pretended to incorporate a concept which took distance from the data and focused on the mechanisms behind historical evolution (Turchin, 2013) . As a comunitity it has emerged congregating a small group of researchers of different sciences interested in a formal study of social history. In that sense, cliodynamics studies have as common element a particular methodological view of history analysis rather than a common thematic focus. In fact, cliodynamics has a wide spectrum of interests. It not only focuses on traditional economic topics. Actually, most part of the literature, calling itself cliodynamics, is not referred to market economies, but to ancient and prehistoric societies. Therefore, it has a closer relation with fields that just sporadically had contact with old cliometrics, as paleontology, archeology, and population genetics. In that sense, Cliodynamics has a wider object of study, the evolution of societies over time.
The cliodynamics community has grown considerably in the last years. A peer-reviewed journal specialized on the subject was founded in 2010 and by now it publishes two issues per year. An increasing number of authors with significant recognition in different areas, such as history, complex systems and ecology, have turned the focus of their research agendas to cliodynamics. Among those, we could mention people like John Gaddis, Kenneth Pomeranz, John Robert McNeill and David Krakauer.
Cliodynamics share the scientific ambitions of early cliometrics, considering that if we have the right quantitative tools and historical data it is possible to test general theoretical descriptions of history (see Turchin, 2011) . This feature makes that cliodynamics researchers keep similar efforts of data recollection and big sample estimates as those of cliometricians. For example, Turchin, Whitehouse, Francois, Slingerland and Collard (2012) introduce a historical and archaeological database that pretends to be used for interpreting the process through which humanity began to cooperate in large groups of genetically unrelated individuals. At the end of the day, they test hypotheses related with the interaction of resources, warfare, ritual, and religion dynamics of social groups.
Nevertheless, the differences between cliodynamics and cliometrics are important. In the first hand, the involvement of cliodynamics in periods in which human groups were more vulnerable to the natural environment emphasizes the role of ecological context, in particular the biological determinants of human interaction. Most of those phenomena are not quantitative, which implies an accent on qualitative analyses that was absent in cliometrics. For example, Grinin, Markov and Korotayev (2013) study the hyperbolic pattern of world population growth, arguing that it was resulted from the feedback between demographic growth and technological development through an analogue of the collective learning mechanism in biology.
The proximity of cliodynamics to natural sciences has also influenced its methodological approach. The dominant methods in cliodynamics are the usual mathematical and computational techniques used on those sciences, such as agent-based models, power-law relations, and traditional differential-equation models.
Complex systems have been also a central source of inspiration for cliodynamics. Thus, the frequent use of social network analysis and evolutionary game theory characterizes this literature. For instance, Turchin and Gavrilets (2009) based on those tools argue that large-scale hierarchically complex societies arose as a result of evolutionary pressures brought on by warfare.
At an empirical level, cliodynamics has also followed the dominant testing methods in natural sciences and complex systems, mainly, simulations of calibrated models and statistical inference of time series models (see Turchin, 2005) . With those empirical methods, Turchin (2010) validates the relevance of environmental endowments in the thesis of Turchin and Gavrilets (2009 
Is economic history converging to cliodynamics?
Throughout the text we mentioned a large set of elements in the recent literature on economic history that suggests an eventual convergence to cliodynamics.
In the first place, almost all the branches of economic history have expanded their periods of analysis further from the well-established capitalism. Thereby, they have recovered a broader conception of human behavior, not focused on markets, but rather on how people interact repeatedly with each other and with their environment. In that sense, it is not surprising that natural endowments, technological change and institutional arrangements are progressively substituting prices and production as the key variables of study.
In that process, game theory, institutional analyses and recent advances on behavioral economics have been introduced regularly in economic history, offering a wider theoretical framework, similar to the eclectic vision proclaimed by cliodynamics.
Additionally, in coherence with this shift in the conceptual vision, the revitalization of non-quantitative data is another trend in the research agenda of economic history that coincides closely with cliodynamics. This has been possible thanks to the adoption of more flexible empirical tools than those used by the first cliometricians. The diffusion of nonlinear models, time series analysis and simulation methods are part of that process.
It is important to notice that the convergence referred here is a convergence in research agendas. It does not mean that economic history community would be eclipsed by cliodynamics community. In fact, as academic communities, all the branches of economic history are far more structured than cliodynamics groups. Probably that would imply absorption of the latter by the former, if their research agendas continue to converge.
An example of the convergence of economic history and cliodynamics is the book edited by Diamond and Robinson (2011) . It congregates a large variety of authors of different sciences, some of them closer to cliodynamics, such as Sthephen Haber or Patrick Kirch, and others closer to economic history, such as Daron Acemoglu and Nathan Nunn. The book is characterized by its heterogeneity. In one hand, it ranges from a non-quantitative narrative style (traditional among historians) to quantitative studies with statistical analyses (typical of cliometricians). On the other hand, the book studies a range of societies that goes from contemporary to prehistorical ones. However, all of the chapters of the book have in common the usage of exogenous and unexpected events as a way of applying natural experiment methods. And it is precisely that heterogeneity in particular methods, but the acceptance of a formal and rigorous view of human history what defines cliodynamics.
Final remarks
This paper argues that economic history has been an active field in economics during the last 65 years. This is not the first time such a claim is made. Several other authors have identified, as well, that economic history remains influential among mainstream economics (see Mokyr, 2010 , Cain & Whaples, 2013 , Diebolt and Haupert (2015a , Abramitzky, 2015) . For those authors, the improved prestige and influence of economic historians, and the increasing presence of economic history publications in the top economics journals are clear evidence of a renewed interest for history in economics. However, all those authors fail to identify the disruptions in the evolution of economic history. This paper presents a nonlinear history of the field.
We found two dimensions of disruption in economic history. In one hand, there was a temporal dimension. The field evolved in time in a non-monotonic way. The production and interest in the economic history expanded rapidly during the 50s and 60s; it decayed in the 70s and 80s and has resurrected sin the mid-90s. On the other hand, there was a conceptual dimension of disruption. In some moments, economic history studies converged to a unique paradigm, while in others, they diverged. Cliometrics was the unified paradigm in the 60s. The 70s and 80s saw the divergence of economic history studies. During the 90s, new cliometrics, new institutional economic history, long-run development approach and very long-term economic history consolidated as independent intellectual agendas. Finally, the last couple of decades have been characterized by a convergence on those agendas. Cliodynamics stands as a possible new unified paradigm.
Therefore, this paper argues against authors like Diebolt and Haupert (2015b) , who claim that cliometrics remains a unified conceptual body that gathered all the efforts in formal economic history. We, in contrast, consider that cliometrics, as an intellectual tradition, has a limited scope. Despite that all the current branches of economic history have roots in cliometrics, they are closer to other conceptual traditions. Their different questions, methods and theoretical background prove it.
On the other hand, cliodynamics, characterized by a flexible formal approach to history, seems to be a more plausible unified paradigm. Clearly, the convergence to cliodynamics that we propose is a conjecture that deserves a deeper analysis. The origins of cliodynamics from outside economics might be a serious restriction. The future evolution of cliodynamics itself also generates uncertainty about the predicted convergence. Additional studies from the core of cliodynamics must be done. As well as closer explorations of the economic history community. The availability of big data on journal publications and citations are some of the potential new sources that could enrich this discussion.
